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WGEI Work Plan Activity 2: Information Sharing in Extractive Industries

For more information, contact Casey Brown at brownc@gao.gov
Overview

- Recap discussion from prior Steering Committee meeting in September 2019
- Extractive Industry Auditors Toolkit (EI Toolkit) Update
- Proposed Process for Overseeing and Updating the EI Toolkit
Recap of discussion at 2019 Annual Steering Committee meeting

- History of EI Toolkit development
- Demonstration of EI Toolkit
- Agreement to translate EI Toolkit
- Develop process to solicit feedback from WGEI members on EI Toolkit
EI Toolkit Update

- Conducted final quality assurance on EI Toolkit
- Translated EI Toolkit to French and Spanish
- In process of translating EI Toolkit to Arabic
- Drafted EI Toolkit feedback survey and translated into French and Spanish
- Upon completion of Arabic translation, will transmit EI Toolkit feedback surveys to WGEI members
- [http://www.wgei.org/introduction-to-extractive-industries/](http://www.wgei.org/introduction-to-extractive-industries/)
- All versions estimated to be online and available to WGEI members by November 2020
Preliminary Concepts for Overseeing and Updating the EI Toolkit

• Develop documented procedures for maintaining EI Toolkit
  • EI Toolkit manager responsibilities to maintain and update material
  • EI Toolkit manager solicits suggestions for updates from WGEI members once a year
  • EI Toolkit manager responsibilities for responding to external requests to add new material or sources that occur throughout the year
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